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We live in turbulent times with the pressures of climate change and natural

disasters, the covid pandemic, wars and violence.  More and more people are

asking how can we find peace?

We need to understand what peace means, yet it is beyond understanding.

The only power that can create peace in our world is the power of peace

found, known and experienced in human hearts.  Meditation takes us to that

place beyond understanding where mystery is known and knows us.

In this Retreat we will journey deep into our hearts to explore this mystery

and uncover the wellspring of peace that is to be found there.
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Kath Houston

Kath has been meditating for nearly 20 years and has been an active member

of WCCM throughout this time.  She lives in the bayside suburb of Wynnum

in Brisbane, Australia.

In 2014 after spending a year at the Meditatio House in London with Fr

Laurence Freeman, Kath retired from a career as a lawyer to focus full time

on voluntary work with WCCM.

As Co-ordinator of the School of Meditation in Australia and a member of

the International School Team, Kath has led many retreats, quiet days and

workshops throughout Australia and other parts of the world, and has helped

to develop a number of teaching resources.

Kath currently serves as Director of Liaison with National Co-ordinators

and is a member of the WCCM Guiding Board.

More information about the retreat and how to register

is on our NZCCM website, January Retreat
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a WCCM Director
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Fr. Peter Murphy led our retreat,

introducing Christian Medi-
tation as taught by Fr. John Main.
Fr. Peter works as Spiritual
Formator at Holy Cross Seminary
in Auckland, and has introduced
Christian Meditation to children in
many Catholic schools.

This silent retreat was held at
the Community of the Sacred
Name, in Tuam Street, Christ-
church.  We were a very fortunate
group to have the use of the
premises, and walk in its beautiful
flowering spring garden.  The nuns
were moving out on Monday, 19th
September, as the property has
been sold.

The Anglican Convent, the
Community of the Sacred Name,
was opened in 1895.  Originally
there were three buildings.  The
first was a single- story building
designed by Benjamin Mountfort,
who emigrated to New Zealand
and became an eminent architect

Simple But Not EasySimple But Not EasySimple But Not EasySimple But Not EasySimple But Not Easy
Christchurch Community Silent Retreat September 2022Christchurch Community Silent Retreat September 2022Christchurch Community Silent Retreat September 2022Christchurch Community Silent Retreat September 2022Christchurch Community Silent Retreat September 2022

in Christchurch.  The second
building was two stories high and
built by Cyril Mountfort
(Benjamin’s son) in 1900.  The
third building, a prominent two -
story brick which fronted on to
Barbados Street, was built in
1911-1912 by John Goddard.  This
building was damaged in the 2011
Christchurch earthquake and was
later demolished.

We were introduced to our
weekend programme after dinner.
Meditation is a discipline and,
having completed two evening
meditations, the silence began.

Saturday started at 6.30am with
an optional meditation followed by
an introduction to contemplative
walking.  A total of five
meditations occurred during that
day, two contemplative walks,
with conference talks, and an
opportunity for individual
consultations.  Free time was for
resting, reading, walking in the

garden, journaling, plus hot water
always available for cups of tea
or coffee.

Beautiful food arrived and was
arranged on the tables for us to
help ourselves and dine in silence.
Angel workers moved about in the
kitchen, cleared and reset the
tables for the next  meal.  Our
gratitude and thanks go out to them,
and the organisers of the retreat.

As we search for our own
monastery, our community of love
and silence, a silent retreat
awakened our awareness more of
God’s love.  The contemplative
walking – synchronising our
footsteps together; the 30 minute
meditations, perhaps synchron-
ising our breathing and word
together, may in turn encourage our
hearts to synchronise and beat as
one.

…say your word,
say your word, say your word.

   Simple but not easy!

Photo from left to right

Annette Reinheimer, Janet Joyce, Helen Moran,Yvonnne Reinheimer, David Strang, Margaret Yorke,
Chrissy Mc Keage,  Fr. Peter Murphy, Carol Duggan, (not in photo Janice Waters)

a report from Carol Duggan
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On a typically Wellington sunny, wind free day, 22 people from

around the region met at the Home of Compassion in Island Bay
to explore Fr. Richard Rohr’s Five Hard Truths, very ably led by Jo
Ward.

The day started at 10.00am with a friendly cuppa and biscuits,
followed by meditation.  Jo introduced each hard truth with a short
talk, using Ross Miller’s meditations on the subject in A Field at

Anathoth.  This gave the material a New Zealand flavour and added
Ross’s wisdom to that of Richard Rohr  –  plus Jo’s own thoughts on
the subject.

Each talk was followed by a time of individual lectio on the
material, then small group discussions.  Jo also led us in a short body
prayer during each session, so there was a wide variety of ways to
approach Fr. Rohr’s ideas.

These five tough truths and their invitations are:
1. Life is Hard – Sit with your pain.
2. You are not Important – Let go of your false self.
3. Your Life is not about You – Let go of virtually everything.
4. You are not in Control – Look at liminal spaces and allow

them to transform you.  This was the invitation given by
Covid.

 5. You are Going to Die – Remember that faith, hope, love and
gratitude are all.

We enjoyed the beautiful grounds of the Home of Compassion during
our leisurely lunch hour, returned for more hard truths and finished the
day at 3.00pm after another meditation. In spite of the tough nature of
these truths, the day was uplifting rather than depressing.  As Jo said
at the end:  “As meditators, making space for stillness and silence,
these tough truths can be faced.”

Wellington Region Community Day,Wellington Region Community Day,Wellington Region Community Day,Wellington Region Community Day,Wellington Region Community Day,

November 2022November 2022November 2022November 2022November 2022

a report from Anne Cave

Tough  Truths  can be  Faced!Tough  Truths  can be  Faced!Tough  Truths  can be  Faced!Tough  Truths  can be  Faced!Tough  Truths  can be  Faced!
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Letting GoLetting GoLetting GoLetting GoLetting Go

One of the primary rhythms of all
contemplative life and prayer is that we are,
perhaps imperceptibly, relinquishing our hold
on possessions and on other people.  We
are losing the need to personally control life
and events and the future, a control which
was in any case mainly illusory.

Every time we choose the stillness and
the silence, in preference to everything else
we could be doing and thinking and planning,
we are creating a space, what Greek
scripture calls a kairos, a special time, in
which the processes of letting go are gently
applied.

Buddhists understand this quite well.
Ideally you arrive at the end of life with
nothing.  Well, we are not in that tradition, but
we gather truth where we find it.  Jesus taught
clearly that possessions can be a problem.
He showed clearly that it is fear, not sin, that
is the underlying problem.  Fear that we
might lose what we own and control ...  Fear
of the future ...  Fear of mortality and death ...
He showed that it is love that is the antidote of
fear - abide in my love, he says.

But the relinquishment is more radical
and more subtle than we expect.  Over the
years, and over the days and weeks of
meditation, we find that it is not so much that
we are relinquishing anything - more that
things are being taken away from us,
graciously and gently.  Typically we see in
retrospect that it must have been happening.
It is the work of the Holy Spirit, and it is always
like the wind, unpredictable and strange, and
surprising.

I came upon a moving example just
recently.  Leonard Cohen, the now elderly
singer and poet, and his poem about letting
go:  Going home:

Going home without my sorrow
Going home some time tomorrow

Going home to where it’s better
than before.

Going home without my burden,
Going home behind the curtain,

Going home without the costume
that I wore ...

We are letting go of attitudes, of poisonous
memories, of remembered guilts ... steadily,
and day by day.  We are conforming to Christ,
by being still.

from Sharp Darts  by Ross Miller

X
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One might ask if this slightly

provocative phrase is a
contradiction in terms.  I think St.
Benedict himself would have
thought so.  St. Benedict wrote his
Rule for monastics, people who
had committed to be celibate for
life within single sex communities.
By definition, this is the opposite
of the married state.  He appears
to have assumed this alternative of
the monastic life to be inherently
superior to marriage.  Living in a
monastic community was the safest
way to ensure one avoided Hell
and reached Heaven (see the
Prologue of the Rule).  He shows
no sign of envisaging a hybrid
vocation of the Benedictine
Oblate.

But if marriage and family is a
primary vocation from God, as is
now being clearly articulated
within the Christian community,
how does that relate to a
Benedictine commitment as an
Oblate?

The range of recent writing on
Benedictine Oblation has
generally not engaged with the
marital status of the Oblate.  One
reason for this is probably simply
that many Oblates are older and
living in a single state, and also
many are married to a person who
is not an Oblate, so their Oblation
is not a shared vocation.  The other
reason is that much of the writing
for Oblates has come from
monastics who have no experience
of the married state, and can carry
over unexamined assumptions into
their reflections.  A recent book,
by a well-known monastic writer
oriented towards lay people,
contrasts the special monastic
“desert” experience with “the

by Nick Polaschek

A  Married  Benedictine?A  Married  Benedictine?A  Married  Benedictine?A  Married  Benedictine?A  Married  Benedictine?

average do- it- yourself paint- by-
numbers Christian.”  While this
does reflect the Rule, it is not
particularly helpful for the married
Oblate in normal life.  The few
books by married Oblates that do
contain some reflections on their
experience as married in a family,
are very insightful eg the Cloister

Walk by Kathleen Norris, or the
recent collection, published by
Meditatio media, Marriage and

Meditation: the experience of

those who do both.

What is needed, as the
proportion of Oblates within the
Benedictine family grows
worldwide (half of all
Benedictines are now Oblates), is
explicit consideration of the
relationship between marriage (or
its single sex analogues) and
Oblation.  This reflection will
focus on community.

For the monastic, as presented
in the Rule, their exclusive
community is the monastic group
they have joined.  For St. Benedict,
monks gradually realise their
vocation, not individually but
together, through their
relationships with one another
within the monastic community,
(see the Rule ch 72).  While not as
exclusive now as in St. Benedict’s
time, the monastic group remains
the primary community for the
monastic today.  For those of us
who are married, (or in another
form of committed partnership),
our primary community is
different.  It is made up of the
network of relationships growing
out of our families, based around
our primary love relationship.
From out of our primary familial
community we then relate to

various other communities, through
our work, leisure and religious
commitment.  An important
community for those of us who are
Oblates is of course the
Benedictine group we are part of.

Even for those Oblates who are
single, their life is oriented around
a variety of communities, usually
based in their own family.  Any
Oblate’s life – married, in another
committed relationship or single -
is different from the monastics in
being characterised by this
participation in a variety of
communities rather than focussed
on a celibate monastic community.
This pattern of diverse
commitments is what makes it a
hybrid vocation.  Given that
monastic communities have
become less enclosed in recent
decades, it may be that the
character of the monastic
commitment is also changing.

In order to articulate the Oblate
vocation adequately today, we will
need to reflect on how the pattern
of relationships, typically
generated by our unique love
commitment - our primary
vocation - relates to and interacts
with our Benedictine Oblate
commitment, our relationships
with our Oblate group and the
monastic (or meditative)
community it derives from.  This
will involve a dialogue with the
Rule itself, from our contemporary
Oblate position, seeking to
identify, articulate and develop
principles, values and practices,
derived from its specific
prescriptions, which orient and
support our vocational
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commitment as Benedictine
Oblates living in a variety of
communities.  How does an
Oblate vocation, based in a regular
meditation practice, influence our
relationships with our children?
Our work commitment and career?
Our pattern of intimacy or
celibacy?  Consideration will
need to be given to particular
situations like the common reality
of an Oblate being married to a
non-Oblate.  Gradually, through
shared reflection, Oblates
themselves will articulate the
vocation of the married, and the
unmarried, Benedictine.

Waikato and Bay of PlentyWaikato and Bay of PlentyWaikato and Bay of PlentyWaikato and Bay of PlentyWaikato and Bay of Plenty

Community DayCommunity DayCommunity DayCommunity DayCommunity Day
New Zealand Community for Christian MeditationNew Zealand Community for Christian MeditationNew Zealand Community for Christian MeditationNew Zealand Community for Christian MeditationNew Zealand Community for Christian Meditation

One heart . . . one mind . . .One heart . . . one mind . . .One heart . . . one mind . . .One heart . . . one mind . . .One heart . . . one mind . . .

MeditationMeditationMeditationMeditationMeditation

A Healing ResponseA Healing ResponseA Healing ResponseA Healing ResponseA Healing Response

To TraumaTo TraumaTo TraumaTo TraumaTo Trauma
A new resource from WCCMA new resource from WCCMA new resource from WCCMA new resource from WCCMA new resource from WCCM

X

This WCCM online course
includes descriptions of how
and why meditation helps heal
trauma.  All are invited to
explore this healing journey.
The course is for anyone who
wants to learn how meditation
can help heal trauma.  When you
bring together trauma survivors,
staff who work with traumatized
people, neuro-scientists, a
neuro-psychiatrist, a
Benedictine priest, and more,
you get a well-rounded view of
how and why meditation can
heal trauma, in the body, mind,
and spirit.

To find out more, go to the

Offerings tab at the WCCM

website

A Healing Response to Trauma

Essential Teaching Weekend

Exploring the Mystical Feminine Side of our Tradition.
At this Community Day we will be guided by Avril Manly, Myra
Mains, Lesley Cotterill and Cat Jehly as we explore the lives of
some remarkable figures from the feminine side of our tradition,
focusing on:

Teresa of Avila, Julian of Norwich,
Teresa of Calcutta and Joan Chittister.

Saturday 11th March 2023
10am to 2:30pm

St. Mary’s Catholic Church Hall
Cnr Ranolf & Seddon Streets, Rotorua

Arrive for morning tea or coffee!

Meditators and people new to meditation are most welcome!

Please bring: Your lunch
Koha (suggested $10)
$2 for a book raffle raising funds
for “Friends”, enabling the spread and
resourcing of Christian Meditation world-wide
Credit card or cash if you would like to buy
books from Pleroma Christian Supplies

Any queries, please contact:

Raymond Eberhard on 07 5495329
or celebrantraymond@gmail.com

On the weekend of 19th to 20th November, Fr. Peter Murphy, assisted by
Mary McLister, led an Essential Teaching Weekend at the Mary McKillop
Centre in Auckland.

Six people from around the country attended, sharing thoughts, experiences,
reflections, readings, group activities and periods of silent meditation.  I felt a
true connection with the group and a fresh appreciation of how powerful silent
contemplation and community can lead to the wonder of God's presence.

left to right:
Mary McLister,

Fr. Peter Murphy,
Grace Switzer,
Tyrone Cooke,

Anthony Matijasevich,
standing: Helen Dowling,

Not in the photo but
attended the weekend:

Patricia Hsu and
Clare McGivern.

X

a report from Grace Switzer
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Instead of just sticking to set times

for meditation and discernment,
I am experimenting with ways to
become more fluent and adaptable
in these practices so I can do them
anywhere at anytime.

I hope to learn how to listen
with the heart more attentively and
to attune myself over time to God’s
love more closely.  Fr. John Main
said that meditation is simply
being open to that spring of living
water in your own heart.  One
practice that helps me do this is
walking lectio.  It’s just like
reading from a sacred book except
I use the creatures and situations I
encounter on my walk as prompts
for silence, reflection and for
deeper questions.

I pause with things I come
across, just as I would pause with
a significant word or phrase in
conventional lectio.  These
questions help me reflect and
invariably point me back to that
spring of living water.

Recently, on a morning walk, a
quail popped out of the bushes and
trotted in front of the dog and me,
with its question mark plumage
nodding on its head. I find quail
fascinating.  I love their airy flute-
like calls … and they make me
laugh — always running, never
getting anywhere … this reminds
me of me … always rushing never
quite arriving!

When I saw the quail, I paused
and took a deep breath and I tried
to intuit, or feel into, the quail
moment.  The more I paused with
it the more spacious it became.  I
was looking for bodily sensations
or questions that might suggest

A quail, an epistle and lectio . . .A quail, an epistle and lectio . . .A quail, an epistle and lectio . . .A quail, an epistle and lectio . . .A quail, an epistle and lectio . . .

from Tim Roberts

themselves and guide me.  This is
a kind of koan-on-the-move
practice.

Roshi John Tarrant of the
Pacific Zen Centre, who works
extensively with koans, wrote in
an email recently, “The world is
made up of marvellous things, and
in the koan work we notice how
they come to us and gather
themselves and become doors, and
we step through.  Friendship is a
profound matter and mystery.  It
seems that the companions I meet
along the way are part of my true
direction, and help guide me.  Who
knows how or why they appeared
— you appeared — but with such
small touches everything changes.
Happiness appears too, in every
leaf and bird call.”

Was this quirky quail a door for
me to step through, or a friend, or
both?

Was this a kind of quail koan?
Was it here to help me – or, if

you are reading this, to help you?
Or maybe we are here to help

the quail?
Walking lectio is fun and it often

moves me out of the habit energies
that dull my thinking mind.  Like

many people, if I stay in my regular
thoughts, I will trot out the same
pre-chewed explanations and
generalisations.  These give the
impression of keeping me safe but
they stop me growing.  These are
what Thich Nhat Hanh called habit
energies — rigid thought patterns
that anaesthetise prayer and
meditation.  Rigidity is a form of
contraction, and we know from our
mediation that consciousness
wants to expand and to expand us
with it.

When I encounter something
like the quail on my walk, I try to
get below these habit energies.  I
use the process that follows.  It is
light, enjoyable and can open new
vistas of meaning.  Many of the
questions here are inspired by
Focusing by Eugene Gendlin:-

When I meet something that I
sense is significant, like the quail,
I feel into my body trying to detect
any prominent sensations in
response to the quail.

Where are these sensations?
How do they feel?
I gently focus on them and try

to deepen into them by asking a set
of questions that excavate the
subject I’m focusing on, like:
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What is this?  (I ask this two or
three times, trying to go deeper
with each attempt to answer and
not to resort to trite or pre-
processed thoughts).

I speak the answer aloud, if
possible, because the act of
articulating is a powerful form of
reflection-in-action.

If any feelings come up I stay
with them.  I might meditate with
them or try to lean into them and
follow them, until they change, as
they always do.  If I meet
unpleasant or uncomfortable
feelings I do the same.  The very
fact that I label them un-
comfortable means that I have
already prejudged and processed
these thoughts and this might be
preventing them from passing on
any wisdom.  Allowing this
process to complete like this can
dissolve the feelings or they
change shape and texture and in so
doing offer fresh learning and also
healing.

I also ask these feelings various
questions like:

what shape or colour is this
feeling?
what texture or temperature is
it?
what fragrance might it have?
have I met it before?
If it had a voice what would it
say?

Sometimes this yields
considerable growth.  When it
seems that I have done enough, I
finish with asking the “What is
this?” questions a couple of times.
I frequently form a completely
different understanding at the end
of this process than I had to start
with.  At times the learning can be
profound.

To conclude the process I sit
quietly, soaking up anything else
that seems important.  Insights
often reveal themselves at the very
end of this process – echoing the
“door handle moment” in
counselling and psychology.  Then,
when it is all done, I thank it, in
this case the quail, offer up a
prayer or two and get on with my
day.

Cloud drops and clayCloud drops and clayCloud drops and clayCloud drops and clayCloud drops and clay
 

I am cloud drops and clay
And night whispered haiku

And campfire stories softly aglow
I’m wild by nature and loving

by grace
Filled with living water —

But thirsty by choice
I am the day the sunset
the night and the dawn

I am Life that doesn’t die
and I am you that wasn’t born

 
Tim RobertsTim RobertsTim RobertsTim RobertsTim Roberts

Above all this is meant to be
fun, imaginative and refreshing, so
I don’t force myself to do it if I
don’t want to.  It is a very powerful
method of inquiry and I hope it
serves you well if you try it.

I would love to hear how you
use or adapt lectio or other forms
of discernment.

Thank you for reading.
Tim

Tim Roberts is a WCCM Oblate

X

S ince soon after the war began in Ukraine, a weekly

online meditation session has been held in support of the

Ukrainian meditation community.  Led by the Polish Christian
Meditation Community, meditators from around the globe join in
Sunday evenings at 8.00pm Polish time, which is currently 8.00am
Monday morning NZ time.  Everyone is welcome.

Malwina, from Poland, said in her invitation that went out earlier
in the year: “We would like to continue to meet regularly, as long as
the war in Ukraine continues and the world is so in need of hope,
love, harmony.  We believe that the source of true peace in our
hearts, and peace between people, is God Himself.  In common
prayer, in silence, we will open our hearts to His action and His
voice.  We will remain connected to Ukraine, a place of suffering,
violence, pain, injustice and death.”

The session starts with a short reading (in English, Polish and
Ukrainian) followed by a 30 minute meditation, after which there is
time for a catch up including how the Ukrainian members are faring
and words of support.  Even when they can’t get to the sessions,
the Ukrainian members say how deeply grateful they are for the

Maria & Albert  -  Ukraine National CM Coordinators

Meditation for PeaceMeditation for PeaceMeditation for PeaceMeditation for PeaceMeditation for Peace
by Marie Shepherd

prayer, love and support they feel from so many all over the world
and even “so far away in NZ”.  Around 25-30 people have been
joining in each session and even though it is online, we become
familiar with the faces and feel part of a very privileged community.
Prayed each week:

"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give to you. Not as the

world gives, I give to you. Let not your heart be troubled or afraid!"

John 14:27

Here is the link to the Zoom meeting:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/

81721118133?pwd=eHFXMWQyaGV1MG1pSHFsS0ZsZFdSZz09
Meeting ID: 817 2111 8133  Passcode: 544877

X

X
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Pleroma Shelves: by Shirley Duthie

Preparing for Christmas Richard Rohr

     This book contains daily meditations for Advent that bear repeated annual use for those

wanting to explore “the adult Christ, the Cosmic Christ” who challenges us to empty ourselves,

to lose ourselves, to surrender.  Preparing for Christmas includes daily meditations, prayers,

scripture readings and questions for reflection for each day of Advent.  The author, Franciscan

priest Richard Rohr, has a well deserved reputation as an ecumenical teacher who bears

witness to the universal awakening within mystical and transformational traditions.  His teaching

is grounded in practices of contemplation and lived kenosis (self-emptying), expressing itself

in radical compassion particularly for the socially marginalised. 93pp.  $24.99.

https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/product/9781616364786/preparing-for-christmas-

daily-meditations-advent/

Everything is Sacred Richard Rohr and Patrick Boland

     This is a companion to The Universal Christ by Richard Rohr and offers forty practices

and reflections on living “in Christ”.  Richard Rohr articulates a transformative view of what

it means to recognise Jesus as “Christ” – as a portrait of God’s constant, unfolding work in

the world, and in us.  In this companion, in partnership with psychotherapist Patrick Boland,

we are invited to experience these themes in practice.  Each reflection draws on a key

passage of The Universal Christ and pairs this with prayers, journal prompts and contemplative

exercises, to invite readers to encounter the truth that the presence and compassion of God

are everywhere.  An ideal tool for spiritual growth during 2023. 220pp.  $29.99.

https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/product/9780281086160/every-thing-is-sacred-40-

practices-and-reflections/

Green Theology Trees Van Montfoort

    This is an urgent, far-reaching Christian theological reconsideration of the relationship

between God, creation, nature, and human beings.  The author demonstrates that Ecological

Theology is not a sub-discipline of Theology but a rediscovery of Theology, focused not only

on God and people, but all of creation.  Drawing on the perspectives of eco-theologians from

around the world, this is a ground-breaking book that redefines the scope of Theology for a

world in urgent need of answers.

     The ecological crisis demands new ways of thinking, doing, and believing.  The author is

a Dutch independent theological researcher, journalist and church pastor.  If you want a guide

to connect sustainability and faith, theology and ecology, you will find this book really helpful.

Endnotes. Index. 365pp.   $59.99.

https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/product/9781913657284/green-theology/

Walking on the Pastures of Wonder John O’Donohue in conversation with John Quinn

     It has been fourteen years since the sudden death of John O’Donohue, bestselling author

of Anam Cara and Benedictus.  In stock again is this poignant and inspirational collection of

radio conversations and presentations, based on John’s radio work with former broadcaster

and close friend John Quinn.  Collated by John Quinn, the conversations span a number of

years and explore such themes as wonder, landscape, the medieval mystic Meister Eckhart,

ageing and death.  This is a book of great insight and riches, presented in John O’Donohue’s

inimitable lyrical style, which will do much to feed the “unprecedented spiritual hunger” that

he had observed in modern society.  I have found this to be a very acceptable gift ,filled as it

is, with gems of wisdom such as “May you experience each day as a sacred gift, woven

around the heart of wonder”.*   184 pp.   $24.99.

*  From Benedictus: A Book of Blessings quoted in the chapter on Meister Eckhart.

GREEN

THEOLOGY
an eco-feminist and ecumenical perspective

TREES  VAN  MONTFOORT

WINNER

Best Dutch

Theological

Book 2019

‘Shows how Christian theology

has a vital contribution to make to

ecological thinking and living.’

NICOLA  SLEE

Go to the links below each item for further information.  Order at www.christiansupplies.co.nz
telephone 0508 988 988 (toll free) or email order@pleroma.org.nz

RICHARD  ROHR
THE NUMBER ONE BEST SELLING AUTHOR

EVERY

THING  IS

SACRED
40 Practices and Reflections on

THE  UNIVERSAL  CHRIST

AND  PATRICK BOLAND

X
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Questions  &  Answers   by Fr. Peter Murphy

“When we meditate, do we empty our mind?

This question came from an overseas student for whom meditation is identified with Buddhism, and
coming from an “us and them” background, this put meditation under suspicion.  Our focus is not so
much “emptying the mind” but emptying or letting go of self.  We are giving our loving attention to the
mantra.  So when thoughts crowd our mind, which they do, as soon as we become aware, we let them go
only for them to come back again and so the process is repeated.  Thomas Keating speaks of the letting
go of thoughts as an act of love for God, so no matter how many times you need to return to the mantra it
doesn’t really matter for each occasion is an act of love.

I often draw on Evagrius’ (Desert Father) definition of prayer as “the laying aside of thoughts”.  Is this
“emptying the mind”?  In a sense yes.  Those coming from a fundamentalist background would probably
see it as letting the devil in.  When you are thinking, your attention is on yourself.  When you let go of
thought your attention turns to the Other, whom we understand as God.  Origen said that we pray not to
get benefits from God but to become like God.

As Westerners we are addicted to thought.  I often used to ask children: “When we meditate are we
thinking of God?”  They invariably said yes until they knew what I was wanting them to say.  As The

Cloud says, God cannot be reached by thought, but only by love.  Being is our natural state; doing and
thinking come after.  Being and silence go together.  Our natural state is silence.  It is difficult to find
silence in city life, hence we need to build it into our day, which is why we meditate.  People create
lifestyle blocks to get away from other people, but they take their noise with them.  Where there is love
silence is experienced as communion, which is why meditating with others builds community.

I prefer to use the term “letting go of thoughts” to “emptying the mind” for the latter denotes passivity
whereas the former is a more active process.  This is purely a personal opinion; others may see it
differently.  By letting go of thoughts we are entering into pure prayer, the experience of contemplation,
where we are listening at a deep level, but not conscious we are listening, for we are one with the One.

Q:

A:

The  latest  in  the  Meditatio  Talks  Series Jul-Sep  2022The  latest  in  the  Meditatio  Talks  Series Jul-Sep  2022The  latest  in  the  Meditatio  Talks  Series Jul-Sep  2022The  latest  in  the  Meditatio  Talks  Series Jul-Sep  2022The  latest  in  the  Meditatio  Talks  Series Jul-Sep  2022

BreakthroughBreakthroughBreakthroughBreakthroughBreakthrough
by Fr. Laurence Freeman OSBby Fr. Laurence Freeman OSBby Fr. Laurence Freeman OSBby Fr. Laurence Freeman OSBby Fr. Laurence Freeman OSB

T hese talks (which used to be distributed as CDs)

present the spiritual journey as a process of development

which involves breaking out from the confines of our self-centred

ego.  But unlike a prison break, the spiritual breakthrough happens

in a succession of linked experiences that gradually release us

into the liberty of the Spirit.  It is a journey of faith, expressed in

perseverance and commitment.

As a way to prepare for and allow this development, Fr.

Laurence Freeman advocates the practice of meditation, which itself is an act of faith.  The childlike

simplicity of repeating the mantra faithfully day after day prepares the ground and yields a harvest of the

fruits of the Spirit.  These fruits are a manifestation of the life of God growing in us.

To access these free talks, go to the Resources tab on the WCCM website and click on Meditatio

talks.  The ten talks can be downloaded onto a device. Also the transcripts are available.

X
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As many in the NZ Christian Meditation

Community will know, Ross Miller died
recently, aged 88, after a long period of ill health.

Ross, then a senior Presbyterian Minister, got
into Christian Meditation by reading a book by
John Main he was given in a reading group.  It
came at the right time in his life and he went to
Montreal to visit the man himself, only to discover
that John had died.  A meditator from then on, Ross
subsequently became a Benedictine Oblate of the
WCCM, a surprising move for a man of his age
from such a Protestant background, given the
Reformation was kick-started by an ex-monk who
sought to destroy monasticism.

In his teaching and writing Ross combined
Biblical erudition (he was fluent in Hebrew and
Greek) with a New Zealand idiom that struck a
chord with many meditators in this country.  When
reflecting on the Christian meditative tradition and
insights from its Benedictine expression, his own
Protestant background, (open to those from a

Ross MillerRoss MillerRoss MillerRoss MillerRoss Miller from Nick Polaschek

different more Catholic background), and
intellectual honesty brought a distinctive and
engaging perspective to his thinking.  Presented in
various forms - retreat talks, Oblate newsletters,
his weekly talks to his Warkworth group, (collected
in his four books), and personal spiritual direction
- his insights and support were a great resource for
the Christian meditation community and also the
Oblate group over many years.  Ross was a
kaumatua in our community.

Ross’s teaching and practice exemplifies the
inclusive diversity within our Oblate Christian
Meditation community. This is so spiritually
supportive of our Christian life based on meditative
practice in our current secular social context, where
institutional religion is now inadequate for many.
These relationships that form our life together are
invaluable, they are what constitute us as the Body
of Christ.

We trust that Ross is now with his ancestors in
the Divine Presence.

2020 Oblate Retreat.  Ross (standing) is giving a tribute to Hugh McLaughlin after 11 years of service as Oblate coordinator.

A fourth book of Ross Miller’s talks, written for the meditation group he led at
Warkworth for many years, has just been published by NZCCM.

This collection of 60 talks includes the last ones Ross wrote before his death this
year.  In her introduction, Jane Hole writes that “although, as he wrote these talks, his
physical strength was already failing, his spirit was never stronger”.  Ross’s writings
represent a unique resource for us, focussed on Christian meditative practice, with a
scholarly depth, expressed in our New Zealand idiom that speaks to us.

Copies are available from Linda Polaschek
nandlpolaschek@gmail.com   phone 0204797955;

or Jane Hole,   holejane66@hotmail.com   phone 03 3599036
They are $20 each with free postage and packing.

A Radiance of God’s PresenceA Radiance of God’s PresenceA Radiance of God’s PresenceA Radiance of God’s PresenceA Radiance of God’s Presence        by  Ross  Miller        by  Ross  Miller        by  Ross  Miller        by  Ross  Miller        by  Ross  Miller
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National Co-ordinator  -  Linda Polaschek
12 Everest Street, Khandallah, Wellington 6035

Phone:  04.479.7955    Email:  nandlpolaschek@gmail.com

Northland Co-ordinator  -  Michael Dougherty (ex officio)
Shantigriha, 735 Owhiwa Road, RD1 Onerahi, Whangarei 0192

Phone:  09.436.5663    Email:  mdl@outlook.co.nz
Auckland Area Co-ordinator  -  Vincent Maire

7 Motuora Road, Manly, Auckland, 0930
Phone:  027.2766032   Email:  vincentmaire12@gmail.com

Waikato-Bay of Plenty Co-ordinator
 Raymond Eberhard

93 Highfields Drive, Katikati, Waikato 3129
Phone:  07.549.5329  021.795.579

Email:  celebrantraymond@gmail.com
Hawkes Bay/Manawatu/Taranaki Co-ordinator

Malcolm Byford
15 Bell Street, Otane, Central Hawkes Bay, 4202

Phone: 06.856.8229/027.263.3708  Email: bmbyford@xtra.co.nz
Wellington Co-ordinator - Anne Cave

Phone: 022 097 2939    Email:  annecave@gmail.com

National Oblate Co-ordinator  -  Jo Ward
40 Bennetts Road, Otaki, 5512

Phone:  022.071.5881    Email:  oblatesnz@gmail.com
South Island Co-ordinator  -  Jane Hole

341 Wairakei Road, Bryndwr, Christchurch 8053
Phone:  03.359.9036     Email:  holejane66@hotmail.com

Nelson Co-ordinator  -  Marie Shepherd
Email:    mlshepherd54@gmail.com

Christchurch Co-ordinator  -  Annette Reinheimer
Phone:  0212075122     Email: annettere852@gmail.com

South Island Meditation in Schools
Regional Co-ordinator  -  Jane Hole

341 Wairakei Road, Bryndwr, Christchurch 8053
Phone:  03.359.9036     Email:  holejane66@hotmail.com

Friends Co-ordinator  -  Vincent Maire
7 Motuora Road, Manly, Auckland, 0930

Phone:  027.2766032    Email:  vincentmaire12@gmail.com
Treasurer  -  Maureen Eberhard

93 Highfields Drive, Katikati, Waikato 3129
Email:  treasurer@christianmeditationnz.org.nz
Trust Board Secretary  -  Damian Robertson

11a  Robertson Street, Glenholme, Rotorua, 3010
Phone:  028.068.6506    Email:  damian51950@gmail.com

Meditation in Schools National Co-ordinator
& School Co-ordinator  -  Fr Peter Murphy

Phone:  021.251.9930  Email:  frpetermurphy64@gmail.com
Webmistress  -  Clare McGivern
Email:  cmcgivern@hotmail.co.nz

Newsletter Editor   -  Grace Switzer (ex officio)

editor@christianmeditationnz.org.nz

Annual Subscription $     25.00

Additional Donation $

Total $

*  Thank you for supporting the work of NZCCM.

*  If you have contributed a donation of $10.00 or more
   and require a receipt, please tick here

*  There are several ways you can pay:
i By paying online to 38-9003-0812910-00
ii By asking your bank teller to assist you to

transfer the funds to the NZCCM Kiwibank
account.

iii By depositing cash into the NZCCM account
at Kiwibank.  Please print your name in the
signature section and sub, and email or postal
address in the reference section.

If you are on email, please tell us:

Name:

Postal Address:

Post Code: Telephone:

Email Address:

Stillpoint is sent to you by email, unless you request a
posted copy.

I would like to start a meditation group or have
someone run an introductory course in my area     yes/no

Please return with payment
Treasurer  -  Maureen Eberhard

93 Highfields Drive, Katikati, Waikato 3129

treasurer@christianmeditationnz.org.nz

New Zealand Community

for Christian Meditation
Charities Commission Number CC41943

Stillpoint is the official magazine of the New Zealand Community
for Christian Meditation.  It is published quarterly to provide a forum
for sharing and teaching within the NZ Christian Meditation Community
and to keep members informed of events, past and future.

Publishers: New Zealand Community for Christian Meditation,
c/o Linda Polaschek, 12 Everest Street, Khandallah, Wellington 6035.
Phone: 04.479.7955   Email: nandlpolaschek@gmail.com

Editor: Grace Switzer.  Articles for publication may be sent
to editor@christianmeditationnz.org.nz or the National Co-ordinator
Linda Polaschek, Email: nandlpolaschek@gmail.com

The opinions expressed in this magazine do not necessarily
reflect the attitudes and views of the editor or publisher.

NZCCM

National Council

Members
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Stillpoint is the official Newsletter of the New Zealand Community for Christian Meditation

If undelivered, please return to:  Linda Polaschek, 12 Everest Street, Khandallah, Wellington 6035.

3rd December Christchurch Community Day
with Eva Natanya. 10.00am – 3.00pm. Catherine McAuley Centre at Villa Maria College,
21 Peer St, Upper Riccarton, Christchurch.  See Eva in an inter-contemplative dialogue with

Fr. Laurence in this one-day retreat, Resurrection in Christian Life.  Eva Natanya will guide
us through core themes from the award-winning book that she co-authored with Veronica
Mary Rolf, called Living Resurrected Lives: What it Means and Why it Matters

(Cascade Books, 2020). Contact:  Annette Reinheimer- annettere852@gmail.com

3rd December Auckland Community Day, Papakura.
St Mary’s Parish Hall, 52 East Stree, Papakura, 10.00am - 2.30pm.
The Pathway to the Inner Room with Thomas Keating. Fr. Keating OSCO is known as one
of the principal developers of Centering Prayer, a contemporary method of contemplative

prayer closely aligned with Meditation in the Christian Tradition.  This Community Day will
be led by Raymond Eberhard.  Raymond is the regional co-ordinator for Waikato and Bay
of Plenty. He is a member of the WCCM-NZ National Council and an Oblate.  BYO lunch. 

2023
16th-19th Jan National Retreat at Waikato University, Hamilton.

Led by Kath Houston, WCCM Director of Liaison with National Communities.
Topic:  Peace that the World Cannot Give.

More details in this issue of Stillpoint.  Contact:  retreat@christianmeditationnz.org.nz

11th March Waikato Community Day, Rotorua.
St. Mary’s Catholic Church Hall, Corner Ranolf and Seddon Streets, Rotorua.

Exploring the Mystical Feminine Side of our Tradition.  At this Community Day we will be
guided by Avril Manly, Myra Mains, Lesley Cotterill and Cat Jehly as we explore the lives of
some remarkable figures from the feminine side of our tradition, focusing on; Teresa of Avila,
Julian of Norwich, Teresa of Calcutta and Joan Chittister.   Arrive for morning tea or coffee.

Contact:   Raymond Eberhard on celebrantraymond@gmail.com

21st - 23rd July Auckland Retreat, St. Francis Retreat Centre, Hillsborough.
Contact:   Vincent Maire, vincentmaire12@gmail

19th - 26th Sept Seven Day Silent Retreat, Wairarapa.
Contact:  Linda Polaschek, nandlpolaschek@gmail.com

Events Calendar:


